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Catfish Connections
Summer is almost upon
us and maybe we will finally
get some “normal” weather.
This past winter and spring has
been anything but “normal”. All
species of fish are mixed up
as to when to spawn and the
seasonal fishing pattern they
should be following.
Major
floods, temperature extremes,
both cold and hot, have
prolonged the spawning season
and changed patterns to catch
them.
Flexibility is now the key for all fishermen. One day, the
fishing technique you chose related to water clarity, time-ofthe-year, water temperature, barometric pressure, etc., will
hit a home run, while the next day it won’t produce one good
fish.
In each edition of CatfishNow, we attempt to portray
the seasonal techniques to use for varying patterns during
the magazine’s release timeframe. Ron Presley and our
team of writers are dedicated to presenting content which is
intended to inform, entertain and educate anglers, from the
beginner to the professional.
We are also dedicated to informing and educating
you on any actions that could impact fishermen, our public
waterways and our rights to use them. CatfishNow as well as
its sister publication, CrappieNow, receive and will forward
such info to you, both in the digital zine as well as social
media. Knowledge is key to future fishing success stories,
accomplished protections for our fish populations and our
rights to access them.
Personally, I am a strong advocate of selective harvest,
safety and conservation. By selective harvest, I mean that
we should be allowed to harvest fish, but do it smartly so our
children and grandchildren can experience this wonderful
country and its outdoor resources.
Sunday June 18 is Father’s Day, so don’t forget dad.
There is no better time than now to get him that new rod and
reel or other catfishing accessory he has been dreaming
about.
Take a child fishing and it will change their life forever!
It did mine.
God Bless, good fishin’, and Happy Father’s Day
Dan Dannenmueller, Publisher
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Finding Summer Flatties
by Ron Presley

Daytime strategies that produce trophy flatheads

H
is personal best (PB) 77-pound
flathead came at two o’clock in the afternoon,

so he knows that trophy catfish can be caught
during daylight hours. Joey Pounders is a
B’n’M prostaff angler from Caledonia, MS. He
claims the Buttahatchee River, a tributary of
the Tombigbee Waterway, as his home fishing
waters.
“My PB came during the afternoon hours
on a November day,” recalled Pounders.

Pounders’ and Gallop’s techniques work
all over flathead country. These flatties
came from the Alabama River near
Prattville.
“Flatheads will bite all day. It’s just at night they
tend to shallow up and bite in areas where there
is a high concentration of shad. Many people
that run trot lines and set poles do very well
at night because of this. These methods are
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BELOW THE SURFACE

usually used in shallow water; therefore, people
believe the ‘night bite’ is better, but in truth it’s Put the odds in your favor. Catch fresh bait
just better for them due to their strategy.”
the same day you use it and you are likely
Jay Gallop, Pounders’ tournament
to catch more fish.
partner, hooked his biggest flathead at night,
but feels it was more chance than the fact that
The Caledonia, MS team is known in
it was at night. “I have heard flatheads feed at
night all my life,” added Gallop. “I have caught catfish circles as expert flathead anglers. They
do not believe the old adage that flatheads must
be fished at night. “People that ‘interview’ these
flatheads, say they are like vampires,” joked
“If they aren’t coming to you,
Pounders. “They only come out at night. This
obviously is not true, but what I have learned
then you have to go to them…”
is that when we first start fishing in the morning
we can fish anywhere from 15 to 40 feet deep.
Later in the day, if the sun is bright, we fish 30
a few at night, but I don’t think the bite is any to 50 feet. We always save deep holes for later
better than during the day. They will eat when in the day. If it is overcast or raining, then all
they get ready. But, I will say that one of the spots and depths are on table.”
biggest flatheads I’ve ever hooked into was at
Pounders and Gallop have targeted
night. He broke the line after a short fight.”
flatheads for many years, for a very practical
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reason, and their efforts taught them much about
flathead behavior. “We would love to fish for big
blues,” explains Pounders. “However, here on
the Tombigbee the numbers of big blues are
just not as good as the number of flatheads.
To put it simply, there tends to be a bigger and
better flathead bite on the Tombigbee than
blues.”
“Growing up fishing on the Tombigbee
River, flatheads were the more predominant
fish,” added Gallop. “So, naturally that’s what
I started out learning to target and catch. Now,
years later, they are still the most fun fish for
me to catch. I think flatheads pull harder than
blue cats.”
Pounders restated the importance of
water depth when looking for flatheads. The
summer search for flatties begins in water
depths in the mid-teens. “Fishing from the
anchor, I tend to spread poles out a little further
in the summer due to fishing shallower water,”
explained Pounders. “Fishing early morning and
late in the evening tends to get better results.
I’m not sure if they are shallow because of the
shad or because of the thermocline. Either
way, if shallow doesn’t work I usually try to find
something a little deeper. Regardless, fishing
near cover is a must.”
Gallop agrees completely. “If they aren’t
coming to you, then you have to go to them,”
declared Gallop. “You may have to change
how deep your fishing. If you’re not getting
any action, try a lot of different depths. I have
caught flatheads anywhere from 10 to 60 feet
of water.”
Summer fishing conditions usually
include lack of current, warm water temps and
stagnant water, all hindering the bite. “If the
fish aren’t active than you have to be twice as
active,” advised Gallop. “Don’t spend too much
time in the same hole. Normally, we spend
15 to 20 minutes in a spot, depending on the
situation. If the bite gets really tough you may
want to back off a little and only give 10 to 12
minutes per spot.”
“Summer time flathead fishing is also
tough because of the spawn, but it can be done,”
offered Gallop. “Flatheads start the spawn
around the end of May and continue thru July.
You still target them the same way, structure,

An
adequate
livewell,
that
will
accommodate a limit of flatheads, is a
necessity for tournament anglers and
anyone else that practices CPR.
structure, structure! Flatheads always like
cover, whether it’s trees, ledges, rocks, debris,
old fallen bridges - anything they can get under
or lay up against.”
“One of the most eye-opening things you
can show someone is the catfish tank at the
Bass Pro Shops at the Pyramid,” said Gallop.
“There is a hollow log in that tank. On my last
visit, there were two flatheads inside that log
and two blue cats that were all over the tank
from top to bottom.”
Equipment
Pounders and Gallop agree, when
targeting monster catfish, that a good heavy
action rod with a soft tip is a must. Their choice
is the 10-foot B’n’M Silver Cat Magnum. “I like
using a long rod,” explained Pounders. “I throw
a lot of live bait and you can use the length of
the rod to toss the bait, instead of having to
sling it like you would with a 7-foot rod. That
soft presentation translates into longer bait life
and more fish.”
“I prefer a softer rod tip than most due
to using live bait most of the time and needing
to see it move,” continued Pounders. “A catfish
bite on the smallest live shad can come from
the biggest catfish in the water. They need to
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feel very little resistance when they bite.”
“I like the Silver Cat Magnum for its heavy
action back bone,” added Gallop. “You gotta’
have it to haul in that trophy fish. The soft tip
is just as important, because it will allow you
to see the bite a lot easier and, if you’re using
live bait it gives some peace of mind to know
that your bait is still alive when you see that
tip wiggle. Flatheads are a slow biting fish and
the soft tip will allow you to see the bite soon
enough to get your hands on the pole before he
leaves with the bait.”
For reels, the Mississippi team has
zeroed in on a vintage model Daiwa Silver
Series saltwater reel that they buy on eBay.
“You can’t get any simpler or cheaper,” said
Pounders. “I was using baitcasters until I lost
a massive fish two years ago that cost us the
Cabela’s Southern Championship. The line got
knotted up in the reel due to me backlashing
from throwing various size weights and different
size shad. Jay gave me a motivational speech
about the reel never being allowed on the boat
again, so we decided to change them all. With
the spinning reels, you don’t have to make
adjustments to the reel based on the weight of
what your throwing. Just hold the line, flip the

Spend time on the water to find heavy
structure. When you find it, fish right in
the middle of it. Give each spot no more
than 30 minutes without a bite, before
moving on.
bale and let it go. We haven’t lost a fish in the
same way since, so I guess it’s working.”
“They don’t make the Daiwa 4000c and
7000c anymore,” added Gallop. “You can still
find them on eBay for about 30 or 40 bucks.
Rigging your reel with a good braided line will
help tremendously with making a smooth cast,
it’s a lot more free and flexible. If you have
to throw your rig pretty hard to get it where it
needs to be you stand a chance of killing your
bait or just slinging it off, so the easier you can
make that cast the better.”
“I use anywhere from 80 to 100-pound
test braid,” continued Gallop. “The line strength
is not necessarily for the 80- and 100-pound
fish, but for the durability. If you’re fishing in
trees and structure, like we do, your line can
take some beatings. The line can get caught on
a lot of things before you get that fish out of the
water. Anglers should also keep a check on the
line throughout the day. If it looks frazzled you
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may want to cut off a few feet and re-tie your “Don’t worry about getting hung, just worry
rig.”
about what may bite. Second, use a good 7/0
to 10/0 hook so you can have plenty of room
Bigger Bait, Bigger Fish
for bait on it and have enough hook left to get
Everyone has heard the old saying, the fish. Third, change your depths 10 feet at
“bigger bait, bigger fish.” Pounders and Gallop a time until you find the best bite. Fourth, only
believe it, and they believe it needs to be lively. give a spot about 30 minutes at most, because
“My Favorite bait is big live shad,” instructed if there’s a big cat in there, chances are he will
Pounders. “I mean 10 to 12 inches or longer take the bait in that amount of time. Don’t spend
if I can get them. Any catfish will bite a live all dang day in just a few spots.”
shad, but big live shad is a very productive way
“I know that you can’t always plan your
to catch the big flatheads. Bigger bait equals trips around the weather,” added Gallop. “But,
bigger fish.”
any time you can catch the river on a rise is a
“We spend a portion of our tournament good time to go. All catfish will feed when the
day looking for large shad,” continued water is rising, and if you can catch the water
Pounders. “We work really hard to find live shad on the rise, in the summer, it can only help.”
because we want to offer the fish something
Finally, understand genetics and the
that nobody else is offering. In turn we are importance of putting the big ones back. Take
hoping the fish would rather have the live frisky a few photos, record the weight then put him
shad as oppose to the cut skipjack most of our back. Today everybody has a camera on their
competitors are using. The whole idea is to phone so there is no need to kill the fish by
offer a different bait, a different technique, and trying to show him off.
a different presentation, than anybody else.
“Catching a trophy catfish is a great
Jay and I rarely get more than one day on the moment,” added Gallop. “It’s what you’re always
water prior to tournaments so this is really our after. Every time you break your personal best
only play to stay competitive.”
it’s one of the best days you can have as a
Neither Pounders or Gallop use scents fisherman. It’s important to enjoy the moment,
as an attractant. “I don’t want anything on my while keeping in mind that releasing these fish
bait that seems unnatural to the fish,” explained is what keeps these moments coming.”
Pounders. “If we are forced to use cut bait, we
“It is all about genetics when it comes
do try to let it soak up the blood that comes out to the big ones,” explained Pounders, as he
when you filet a bait fish. I know that if your repeated a lesson he learned from a marine
put rock salt in your bait tank it will help your biologist friend. “The age of a 40-pound catfish
shad live longer, but we don’t even do that. I may vary from 10- to 25-years old. We have
just rather not take chances when I can offer all big people in this world and small people. If we
natural bait and blood.”
kill all the big people only the small people will
“Attractants are not something I’ve used,” reproduce. It doesn’t matter how old something
added Gallop. “I can’t knock a product that I gets, because it will only grow as big as its
haven’t used. They may work great. If they genetics allow. So please put these big boys
didn’t work at all they wouldn’t be making it. back in the water for the future of the sport.”
Personally, I feel that using a natural bait, that
they are used to seeing and eating, is hard to Pounders and Gallop are sponsored by B’n’M
beat.”
Poles, Driftmaster Rod Holders, Vicious Fishing,
Betts Nets, Team Catfish/TTI Blakemore,
Summer Strategies
Bottom Dwellers Tackle, Harvest Clean Soap,
Anglers new to the flathead game would Krusher Marine Products and
be wise to follow Pounders’ and Gallop’s Barnes Marine.
practices.
“First, find some heavy structure and fish
- Ron Presley
directly in the middle of it, advised Pounders.
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Catfish Basics #017

Find the Oxygen – Larry Muse

There is nothing that is totally
consistent, all the time, with catfishing.
There is some stuff that is pretty regular,
but there are plenty more things that
are different all the time. Different pools
of water and different locations change
variables often, and I think that makes
a lot of difference in your success.
One thing I do believe is consistent,
is the fact that big catfish need to have
oxygen. Those big Texas catfish do
exactly the opposite of fish on Wilson,
in Alabama, where we catch them
deep. It blows my mind how they catch
those Texas blue cats in two- or three-feet of water.
I think it is because they don’t have oxygen anywhere else. I have thought about
this and thought about this. Those big fish have got to be in a place where they can
eat, they gotta’ be in a place where they’re body temperature is comfortable, but
mostly, they gotta’ be in a place where they can breathe.
So, on a hot day in Texas, with the wind blowing across the reservoir they gotta’
be in three feet of water to get some of that oxygen that is being generated by the
wind. They are gonna’ be in that shallow, stirred up water, where the oxygen is
greatest. Just like us humans, the first thing we got to do is breathe, and that’s true
for the big catfish too.
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River Lice:

Sometimes called Lake Lice (Andy Cagle). Nonfishermen and joy riders, mostly jet skis and
wake boats. Most of them are just trying to have
fun too, so try to be kind.

Vince Nadosky (Catfish Tech)

CatfishSpeak - The Language of Catfishing
Like any other sport, catfishing has a verbiage of its own. From
catfish slang to useful phrases, catfish anglers communicate in a
special language. CatfishNow plans to keep you up to date with this
angler blending of the English language and catfish jargon that we will
call CatfishSpeak. Send us your favorite.
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HOW TO?

B’n’M How to with Hunter Jones
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By Keith “Catfish” Sutton

M

ost catfish anglers are “sitand-wait” types. They find a shady
spot on the bank where they can toss
out a bottom rig, lean their rod against
a forked stick, and then sit and wait,
hoping sooner or later something will
bite.
Something usually does, if they
wait long enough. But hours may pass
before it happens.
There are times, however, when
still-fishing from shore is totally
unproductive. You can sit and wait till
the cows come home, but it probably
won’t do you much good.
Fishing for summer blue cats is a
case in point.
Blue catfish tend to be nomadic

The multi-rod set-ups used in drift-fishing
provide an excellent means for anglers to find
and catch trophy blue catfish in summer, like
this nice fish caught in the Mississippi River
by James Patterson of Bartlett, Tennessee.
(Keith Sutton photo)
in summer, moving here and there
following schools of baitfish and
seeking comfort zones in their home
waters. They’re often scattered and
difficult to pinpoint, a fact that frustrates
many anglers. You can sit on the bank
and try to catch them, but drift-fishing
in a boat works much better. This is an
active approach to catfishing that can
make your catch rate soar, and a good
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“Drift-fishing works great on
both rivers and lakes.”
way to target trophy fish.
Drift-fishing works great on both
rivers and lakes. Start by using a
fishfinder to look for large fish hanging
around prominent bottom changes.
Summer blues typically roam around
bottom channels, humps, depressions
and other readily identifiable structures,
and use of sonar can help you find
them.
Many cat men use a special float
rig for drift-fishing. The main line is run
through the eye of a sinker (usually
a pencil weight or bell sinker), and a
barrel swivel is tied below it to keep
the weight from sliding off. A 24-inch
leader is then tied to the swivel’s
lower eye. A small float is placed in
the middle of the leader, and a 5/0- to
8/0 wide-gap circle hook is tied at the
end and baited. The float suspends the
baited hook above bottom to reduce
snagging.
Another superb rig comes from
Texas catfish guide Randle Hall.
Components of his rig include: a 12/0
Mustad circle hook; a stainless-steel
split ring; a 3- to 4-foot, 50-poundtest leader; a 2-inch crappie cork; a
barrel swivel; a 1-ounce Snake Weight
or Slinky Weight (made with pieces of
lead in a flexible nylon sleeve); and a
size 7 snap swivel.
“The split ring is attached to the
eye of the hook,” said Hall. “Then I
put two drops of Liquid Weld on the
split ring so it holds together. The
split ring is tied to the leader with a
Palomar knot. I put the crappie cork
on the leader about 10 inches above
the hook and ring. The other end of
the leader is tied to the barrel swivel.
“To create a sort of sliding sinker,
I clip the snap swivel on the Snake

Weight, run my main line (30-poundtest mono) through the eye of the
swivel, then tie my main line to the
free eye of the barrel swivel.”
The effectiveness of this rig
becomes apparent when one examines
Hall’s reasoning in its construction.
First, the use of a circle hook alleviates
the need for Hall’s customers, often
inexperienced fishermen, to grab a rod
from a holder and attempt to get an
effective hookset.
“I did use Kahle hooks,” Hall says.
“But customers have to jerk to set the
hook and miss lots of fish. With a circle
hook, the catfish hooks itself.”

A drift sock helps maintain proper boat speed
when drifting big waters under prime weather
conditions. (Keith Sutton photo)
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The split ring allows the baited
hook to swivel, a fact Hall credits for
better hook penetration. The Snake
Weight is relatively snagless, making it
ideal for drift-fishing, and when the rig
moves across the bottom, the crappie
cork keeps the baited end floating in
the strike zone.
Whole shad or herring (live or
dead) are widely considered the best
drift-fishing baits because they are
highly enticing to big blue cats and can
be rigged to stay on the hook for the
extended periods it often takes to find
and catch fish. Hook the bait through
the lips, and consider tying a stinger
hook on a short length of line to the
main hook. The stinger is run through
the side of the bait to secure it even
further and helps hook cats that bite at
the rear of the bait.
The number of rods that can be
used effectively depends to some

High-capacity reels, long sturdy rods and
quality rod holders firmly mounted on the rails
improve the angler’s odds of hooking and
landing a trophy blue cat while drift-fishing.
(Keith Sutton photo)
degree on the experience of the angler.
Experts sometimes can handle four to
eight, but most beginners should start
with no more than two. Check local
regulations for restrictions.
The rods are positioned in sturdy,
transom-mounted rod holders, and then
wind or current carries the boat over
the structures where fish are holding.
A drift sock often is tied to the boat to
keep the craft moving along the right
course at the right speed, and a trolling
motor may be used for maneuvering
and forward movement as well.
How much line should you have
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out when drifting? The ideal distance
varies with water clarity, speed and
other factors, but many anglers
start by releasing 75 to 100 yards of
25-pound-test line to keep the fishing
rig moving smoothly across the bottom.
With lesser lengths of line, the weight
tends to drag or snag, causing the
bait to jump and move wildly about.
If you’re drift-fishing for the first time
and unfamiliar with what works best,
start by drifting with 75 yards of line
out, then experiment if necessary to
see what works best.
Bear in mind that high-capacity
reels are a must for this type of fishing,
especially when targeting trophy-class
catfish. If you have 75 yards of line out
and a big blue hits, you’ll need plenty
of line on the reel to avoid getting
spooled. Also be sure to properly set
the drags on all your reels.
Proper speed is important when
drift-fishing, but there’s no magic
formula for determining what speed is
best under a given set of conditions.
On some days, you may have to inch
your boat along to get strikes. On other
days you’ll have to troll so fast you’ll
wonder how catfish could possibly
catch your bait. And when you find the
productive speed, you must maintain
it, even when wind and current push
your boat ahead or drive it back.
Let the fish and the motion of the
boat do the hook-setting. Wait until
the rod has a definite bend in it, then
remove it from the holder and reel in
your quarry.
The key word when drift-fishing,
as with any form of catfishing, is
“experiment.” Try to determine how
catfish are likely to react in the type
water you’re fishing, and then adapt
your tactics to conform to those
expectations. But if your game plan
doesn’t produce within a short time, try
something different. Sooner or later,
the innovative cat man discovers a
pattern that allows him to capitalize on

Follow the Schools
When drift-fishing for summer
blues, it’s a good idea to find and
follow schools of baitfish that
comprise much of this species’
hot-weather forage.
Baitfish such as shad and
herring are continually seeking
comfort zones where plankton,
young-of-the-year baitfish and
other foods are available. They
may move several times and
several miles during each 24hour period; or they may remain
relatively stationary. Wherever
they go, however, blue cats will
follow, with most holding in loose
schools beneath the baitfish where
they feed.
One way to make this work
for you when drift-fishing is using
sonar to probe deep-water habitat
for big fish holding beneath
baitfish schools. Most will be on or
near prominent bottom structure
like channel breaks, humps and
holes—within the thermocline in
stratified waters. When you sees
“blips” indicating the possibility of a
big cat beneath schooling baitfish
at a specific depth, that’s a hotspot
for drifting.
the situation. And when drift-fishing,
this rarely takes very long. Few tactics
are as effective on summer ’s big
nomadic blue cats.
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- Keith “Catfish” Sutton

By Ron Presley

Making memories that last a lifetime

Z akk Royce developed his
interest in catfishing on the banks of

the Meherrin River in North Carolina,
fishing with his dad. He credits his
great grandad for passing the passion
for fishing on to his dad, and his dad on
to him.
“The only regret I have regarding
fishing and the outdoors is not spending
more time fishing with my great
grandfather when he was alive,” offered
Royce. “He was a hardcore fisherman
and ultimately the reason that I ended
up getting serious about fishing. He is

“…every time you release a
trophy catfish you are giving
someone else the chance to
experience that same thrill…”
the person that took my father at an
early age and formed him into an avid
outdoorsman. My father was the first
person to take me fishing.”
“The Meherrin was loaded with
channel catfish,” said Royce. “That is
where I really got the fever for fishing.
Years later when I was around 11 years
old dad took me to Lake Gaston for the
first time. We did not have a boat so we
spent time on the bank, doing what we
could, and we ended up landing some
nice blue cats.”
About a year later a trip to Gaston
solidified his passion for catfishing.
“I got my first big one at 43 pounds,”
recalled Royce. “I was 12-years old.

That was the night that took things to
the next level for me, as far as getting
serious about fishing. I remember it like
it was yesterday.”
Royce also credits fishing in his
upbringing as an activity that influenced
his path to adulthood. “I really feel that
growing up, going through my teenage
years for example, that fishing helped
keep me on the right path,” offered
Royce. “When other kids were going out
getting into trouble, I was with my dad
on the river bank or in the boat fishing.”
Now, at the young age of 26, Royce
has developed his passion for fishing
into a lifestyle that others envy. Some
would say that he is one of the lucky
ones, but luck does not come without
hard work first. Royce, through hard
work and determination, has developed
his passion for fishing into a business.
“Guiding is a lot of work,” declared
Royce. “Contrary to what a lot of people
think, it’s definitely not the same as
just going out fishing on your own. But,
I would not trade it for anything. For
me, I find as much, or more enjoyment,
watching others reel in a big fish.
Especially kids, or someone who has
never caught a big fish before. Knowing
that I can play a part in helping people
make memories that last a lifetime, it’s
a very satisfying feeling.”
Royce enjoys the encounter with
the fish and the opportunities offered by
guiding for trophy cats. “I simply enjoy
being on the water,” said Royce. “And
the challenge of figuring out the everchanging patterns of the fish. Guiding
is the only job I know of that allows me
to be on the water nearly every single
day. It allows me to learn more and
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more about the fish. It actually fuels my
One day after setting the North Carolina
passion for catfishing.”
That time on the water was state blue catfish record with a 91-pound
instrumental in developing his own blue, Royce set it again with this 105-pound
beast.
personal favorite style of fishing. “I
enjoy all types of fishing, even if it’s just
bluegill fishing,” joked Royce. “After all
they make good catfish bait. I enjoy every species. However, my specialty,
fishing in general and have respect for and what I enjoy the very most, is
17 Catfish NOW June 2017
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without a doubt, targeting trophy blue
catfish. I absolutely love trolling and
drifting with planer boards for blue
cats. It’s so much more exciting to me
personally than other styles of fishing.”
The growing popularity of trophy
catfishing is slowly changing the mind
set of catfish anglers. Royce has been
in the forefront of educating the public
on conservation issues related to the
big cats.
“I am a huge believer in selective
harvest and catch and release of the
larger fish,” said Royce. “I am perfectly
fine with people keeping a few fish
under 15 pounds to eat, and believe it’s
a good thing to take some smaller fish
out. But, there is plenty of evidence to

Royce’s first record breaking blue weighed
in at 91 pounds and earned him the Catch
the Fever Rod Payout for catching a state
record.
show that the larger fish are critical to
keeping a population thriving, they are
the big breeders. Additionally, every
time you release a trophy catfish you
are giving someone else the chance
to experience that same thrill you
enjoyed.”
When it comes to fishing with kids
he offers some straight forward and
simple advice. “Set a good example,
and take the time to actually teach
them, from an early age, the correct
way to do things on the water. Safety
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should be the number one factor at all
times.”
His reputation as a big fish guide
is validated by his two North Carolina
blue catfish records. Royce caught two
state record blues in a 24-hour period.
The first came on December 20, 2016
with a 91-pound blue. The very next
day he topped his own record with a
105-pound Lake Gaston beast.
“Those are two days I will never
forget,” stated Royce. “The first record
was already a dream come true, because
it’s something I had always really
wanted, but didn’t actually expect.”
“To be honest, the second one just
didn’t even feel real. I didn’t realize it
was an even bigger fish than the day
before. Then, after my dad got it in the
landing net, the hook ended up coming
out in the boat before I ever removed it.

It was a very close call. Just unreal all
the way around.”
Now his thoughts go to the future.
“As far as topping my own record, I
have to say I don’t think I ever will,” said
Royce. “I think it would be awesome
to land a third state record, but it still
wouldn’t top the two that were only 18
hours apart. My goal right now is to put
a client on a record fish!”
His memory is filled with big fish
exploits from fishing his home waters
of Lake Gaston, Meherrin River,
Chowan River and the Roanoke River.
He searches Gaston waters regularly,
putting his Blues Brothers Guide
Service clients on trophy cats.
Catfishing is more than just putting
fish in the boat for Royce. “Fishing
has always been where I found peace,
away from the everyday stress and
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Royce is a member of the Catch the Fever
pro staff. Pictured are Whitney Page, Nikki
Page, Kaleb Page, Zakk Royce, Paul
Blackwell and Dale Russel Lowe, Jr.

IF YOU’RE NOT USING DRIFTMASTER...
GOOD LUCK!

obstacles that we face in life. I have
been addicted to it since the first time I
can remember ever going, and I never
plan to stop. No matter what else has
been going on in my life, fishing has
been the one escape where I can get
away and forget about everything else
for the time being.”
For more information on Blues
Brothers Guide Service you can phone
919- 724-2474 or visit the website at
www.bluesbrotherscharters.com.

MADE IN USA
.COM

ROD HOLDERS &
TROLLING SYSTEMS
BLACK RIVER TOOLS, INC.

- Ron Presley
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803-473-4927

HOW TO?

CatfishNow How to with Joey
Pounders
Video by John Felsher
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Trophy Catfish for the Future

by Chris Lanham

Pay Lakes – One Man’s Perspective

T
alk about opening a can of worms.
Lol. I could write a whole dissertation on the

pros and cons of pay lakes. If you talk about
farm raised channel cat lakes, I love them.
There are, however, a lot of ethical concerns
regarding trophy lakes, but at the same time,
their operation is usually legal. I grew up fishing
natural waters and pay lakes, so the issue of
pay lakes is kind of a conundrum for me.
Editor’s Note: Those opening words
are from Kentucky resident Chris Lanham.
Chris is a quadriplegic. Chris was featured
at FieldandStream.com in August of last
year in a story on pay lakes. Nicknamed,
“Catfish” Chris, his life is spent in a motorized
wheelchair that prevents him from activities
that other anglers might take for granted.
The Field and Stream story revealed that
Lanham was in a car wreck, when he was 18
years-old. That incident left him paralyzed
from the chest down. Chris could not fish
after the accident until his grandpa built him
a special fishing rod and reel that he is able
to strap to his right forearm. He operates an
electric reel through a switch on his chair
with his left hand. Chris is now 32 years
old, with 15 years of experience, living and
fishing from an electric power chair.
CatfishNow contacted the Kentucky
resident and ask him about his relationship
to pay lakes. This is his response.
Pay Lakes seem to be a phenomenon

within the Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, West
Virginia, and Tennessee areas. People should
understand, that not all pay lakes are created
equal. There are four different types of pay
lakes within these areas. You have your farm
raised, your wild caught, your trophy lakes, and
your mixed lakes. Each one of these are little bit
different in regard to how they get their fish and
how they operate.
The first type I’m going to talk about is
farm raised channel catfish lakes. These lakes
are usually stocked with anywhere from 300 to
roughly 3000 pounds of farm raised channel
catfish per week. These catfish are usually
bought from fish farms in Arkansas, Missouri, or
Alabama where they are raised from fingerlings
to harvest size.
Fish are usually no more than two-years
old whenever they are pulled from fish farm
lakes and average about 2 to 3 pounds. You
can always tell farm raised channel cat based
on the coloration that they have which will be
a darker bluish/grayish color because of the
shallow nature of the farm ponds that they are
raised in and the high level of water quality.
Pay lakes will usually buy these fish at around
a $1.60 to $1.80 per pound. Lake owners will
usually charge around $12.00 to $20.00 for a
12-hour ticket to fish. Anglers can then catch a
certain number of catfish, a certain poundage,
or even unlimited fish in some cases.
Next is wild caught pay lakes. Their
numbers are increasing within the states
mentioned, because of the cost associated
with buying farm raised channel cats. Pay lakes
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Lanham has adapted his power chair to accommodate his
fishing tackle.
that are stocking wild caught
channel catfish, blue catfish, and
flathead catfish usually stock wild
caught fish anywhere from 2 to
10 pounds. They will usually have
the same rules as most of your
farm raised channel catfish lakes,
ticket price and how many fish
you can keep.
The main difference is that

you can get wild caught fish in
this poundage range for about
90 cents per pound versus
paying the cost of farm raised
channel cats. You can usually
tell the difference between a
wild caught catfish, and a farm
raised channel catfish, based
on the coloration of the fish.
Your wild caught fish will have
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wide variances in color because of the different
depths at which they are caught and the quality
of the water, which fluctuates between the
bodies of water that they are caught in. Usually
they will have a brownish to yellowish color to
them.
The next lake is your mixed pay lakes.
These seem to be some of the most popular
lakes. Most of these lakes predominately stock
farm raised channel catfish, but will once or
twice a year stock anywhere from 200 to 1000
pounds of your larger 15 pound and up wild
caught catfish. People usually come to fish
these lakes to fish in the same manner that they
fish the two types of pay lakes listed above.
Sometimes these lakes will offer a prize for
biggest fish of the week or offer a free pass for
catching a tagged fish over 15 pounds. Most of
the customers that are visiting these lakes are
coming for farm raised channel catfish.
The last type of pay lakes in this area, and
the most controversial, is your trophy cat pay
lakes. These pay lakes are only stocked with
catfish that are wild caught and are 15 pounds
and above. Most of the trophy cat lakes will
stock anywhere from 3,000 upwards to 15,000
pounds a year. Prices for trophy catfish can
range anywhere from $3.00 a pound all the way
up to $8.00 a pound.
Trophy pay lakes charge a ticket price of
anywhere from $20.00 to $30.00 for a 12-hour
ticket and then offer jars/slots where you can
pay an additional fee to enter. For example, a
lake might have a 30- to 35-pound jar, a 35- to
40-pound jar, 40- to 45-pound jar, and a 50+ jar.
You can pay $2.00 to get in each one of those
jars and if you catch a catfish that fits within the
poundage range of one of those jars you usually
get to collect half the money that is in that jar.
Trophy lakes are the most talked about,
but is by no means the most common pay lake.
Most of the laws that have been passed recently
to protect natural water fisheries from the over
harvest of trophy size catfish are because of
these lakes. Some of these lake owners have
even started transporting fish from Maryland,
where blue catfish and flathead catfish are
considered an invasive species. This practice
has not really caught on because of the price
associated with hauling fish that far and the

lack of a commercial fishery presence in the
Maryland area.
Now, given that I’ve explained the different
types of pay lakes that are out there, why would
somebody want to fish these lakes? In my
situation, being a disabled angler, I’m extremely
limited in regard to bank access where I can
safely maneuver my power chair down to the
water’s edge. Before my accident, I spent many
years fishing almost every single natural body of
water within the state of Kentucky. Any spot that
is easily accessible by me, is accessible to every
other person out fishing and usually overfished.
Any quality spots require an extended hike
through unpassable terrain or a boat.
I do a majority of my fishing nowadays
at farm raised channel cat lakes or your mixed
lakes. I still enjoy going out to the natural bodies
of water, but we all know that we go out for the
pursuit of the catch not to sightsee.
Most of the farm raised channel cat lakes
are pretty accessible for disabled angler’s
around the banks. They also present anglers
with better odds to actually catch fish. I have
fished in several tournaments at trophy cat pay
lakes over the years, but that is by no means
where the majority of my fishing takes place.
Personally, I do have some ethical concerns with
respect to the over harvest of trophy size catfish
from local waters, but at the same time, these
lakes are still legally operating businesses.
If anglers are wanting to create change
to protect fish from the natural waterways, they
need to really focus on getting policy changed
and funding allocated to do proper research
studies to determine if populations of trophy
cats within the natural waterways are being
negatively affected by the trophy cat industry.
Often, you will see anglers attacking each
other, especially on message boards. In my
opinion this is not the proper way to go about
creating the change that is needed to protect
trophy catfish populations. Most of us have
the same natural desire to pursue and capture
catfish from ponds, lakes, and rivers. Attacking
one another is definitely not going to garner the
proper cohesion from both sides of the argument
in regard to coming up with a compromise to
satisfy both parties.
Honestly, I love fishing. I grew up fishing
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all around Kentucky and the coast of Georgia.
Pay lakes are a very controversial issue with
catfishermen right now. I have no issues with
farm raised or mixed lakes. I have seen a lot of
enjoyment brought to people’s faces from them.
The other lakes, however, are giving a black
eye to the industry.

A visit to the pay lake often includes family.
Lanham is shown here with his nieces
headin’ for the fishing hole.
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by Brad Durick

Catching channel cats, even during the dreaded spawn

O
ne thing that many hardcore catfish
anglers notice is the lack of people fishing

when the spawn is in full swing. In some
areas of the country it is like someone flipped
a switch turning off the anglers who frequent
the river for channel catfish. While this is
true in many places, it is usually an unfair
assessment of how fishing really is or can be.
There is no more dreaded time for most
catfish anglers than the spawn. Things are
changing and fishing for many anglers gets
slow or even shuts down. Shore anglers
notice this annual phenomenon more than
most because the amount of fish feeding
decreases as they move to the nest and

Channels in the spawn can be beat up from
fanning a nest near a snag. This one was
caught and then safely released.
become spread out.
There are ways to combat this seasonal
occurrence, one of which is stay home, but
that one is not good. Simply understanding
what the fish do and where they go will be the
difference between wishing you had stayed
home and not even noticing that the spawn is
happening.
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Not all Fish Spawn at the Same Time
Rule number one of the spawn is that
most years not all fish spawn at the same
time. Some fish go to the nest early and some
late. In many cases, you can keep fishing as if
you were still in the pre-spawn period without
making many adjustments to tactics.
Keeping to this theory, you should see
pre-spawn catfish even when you know the
spawn is in progress and one day you will
start to see skinny, post spawn fish begin to
show up. Once this happens you just survived
a spawn with little or no pain to you as an
angler.
Consider this personal story which goes
back to the beginning of my guiding career. I
was on a great pre-spawn bite and just kept
riding it day after day. All water conditions
suggested that the spawn was on and if we
set a line too close to the bank we sometimes
got a male off the nest to prove it.
One Saturday in June, my clients and
I were working the pre-spawn pattern and
fishing fast and furious. All the fish we boated
were fat, feisty and on the verge of going to
the nest. The very next day, with different
guests, but fishing the same tactics we were
still getting our fish, but they were skinny and
beat up. They even weighed about 20 percent
less than the fish from the day before. This
was a sure sign that the early spawners were
coming back out to feed, while the fish that
were late to spawn were just beginning to set
on the nest. This is probably the most dramatic
change-over I have seen, but it proves the
point that things can happen fast during the
spawn.
Some years, but not most, the weather

“…mo st ye ar s not all f ish
sp awn at the same time .”
conditions will warm up more quickly than
normal, holding and keeping the water warm
and the weather stable. These conditions can
push most of the catfish to spawn at almost the

This graphic shows how to set up on
spawning cats out of the current and using
structure that may hold cats on the nest.
same time and make the previous scenario
impossible. While it’s rare for this to happen,
it can happen. The good news is, when this
does happen we see that the spawn is usually
very short, lasting only 14 to 21 days.
Another personal story from my guiding
career involved a solid pre spawn bite. About
the normal spawn time (around June 10th),
we had a solid two weeks of 80 degree
weather. This pushed the water temperature
to 75 degrees, forcing the fish to the nest.
Fortunately, the weather held for another two
weeks and the spawn was over in that amount
of time. I will admit, that year more than any,
was a difficult two weeks of fishing, but it was
short lived and does not happen every year.
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Conquering a Tough Spawn
When the spawn is in full swing and the
theory of fishing pre-spawn patterns are not
working, how do you still catch fish? There
are a few things that you can do to help you
catch more catfish.
First, channel catfish usually spawn in
holes along the bank or near snag piles or
spots with little or no current. They also like
warmer water to help the eggs along, so they
look for south or west facing areas to get the
maximum afternoon sun.
Start by targeting north and east
shorelines and search for cut banks or snags
tight to the bank. This is pretty easy to see
and find by sight, but to be precise you can
use your side imaging sonar to locate the
holes in the cut banks. They show up usually
as a darker spot on the side image than the
rest of the bank.
Be willing to sit on spots longer than you

This double was unique because we caught
a post spawn male and a pre-spawn female
in the same area, proving that not all fish
spawn at the same time.
normally would, so the fish get the ambition
to come out and find the bait. They are not
feeling all that good during this time, so it
sometimes takes a bit more to get an appetite
for your bait.
Lay at least one of your baits tight to the
bank near these holes. If you get close to a
nest, the catfish will hit the bait. Most of the
time you will catch the fish, but other times
you will notice the fish will pick up the bait and
move it out of the way. It does not move the
bait to eat it, but to remove a possible threat
from the area of the nest.
If you notice your line moving side to
side, from the bank to the current seam, try
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This big channel was under a root ball in less than two feet of water, laying comfortably out
of the current.
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this tip. The sideways movement is a sure
sign the fish has it, but they will almost never
pull the rod down. You can set the hook to get
the fish, but first you must be able to identify
the bite. This is where a good bright colored
line, such as yellow, green or orange, comes
into play. It makes seeing the moving line
easier.
Another thing you may run into is the
fish will pick up the bait, pull the rod down and
as soon as you reel they are gone. Channel
cats have this tendency where they grab just
a little portion of the bait and let go when they
feel the pressure of the rod. The way to deal
with this goes against most catfish angler’s
rules of bait size. But the solution is to
downsize baits and upsize hooks. Thread the
bait onto the shank of the hook leaving the
fish no choice but to get the hook if it wants
the bait.
Another key location is structure, such
as hollow stumps and other places where
the fish can get out of the current. These can
be midriver or on the break lines to the main
channel. Again, the easiest way to locate

Be willing to set on a spot a little longer than
normal during the spawn. A nice channel
like this can be your reward.
structure is with your sonar.
The spawn can be a confusing time
for many catfish anglers, but with a little
knowledge and patience you can learn to
conquer it and catch channel cats almost like
it was not happening. Remember that you
won’t catch fish by staying home. The fish are
there, you just have to go find them.
Captain Brad Durick is a nationally
recognized catfish guide on the Red River of
the North, seminar speaker, and author of the
books Cracking the Channel Catfish Code
and Advanced Catfishing Made Easy. For
more information go to www.redrivercatfish.
com.
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Catfish Basics #018

Float Rigs – Capt. Brian Barton

Capt. Brian Barton often fishes
his
home waters of Wilson Lake
www.brianbartonoutdoors.com
with a float rig. There are many
variations of these rigs used by
anglers, but Barton has settled
on the one that has given him the
most success, one that provides
sound and visual attraction to his
presentation. When he adds a
big chunk of skipjack or a shad
minnow, he adds smell and taste.
His float rig is one of his personal
favorites for fishing in the summer
and trolling Wilson flats in the fall.
“I use a B’n’M Silver Cat
Magnum rods, paired with
Ambassador
6500
reels,”
instructed Barton. “I begin with a
three-way swivel tied to the main line. On one eye of the swivel I add an 8- to 10-inch
dropper line and a pencil sinker, sized determined by conditions. On the final eye of the
swivel I tie a 36- to 40-inch hook leader made from 50- to 60-pound test mono. I add a
red float about 15 to 17 inches above a 7/0 Daiichi circle hook.”
Barton explained that he uses a pencil sinker because if you do encounter bottom
rocks or other structure it tends to hang up less. “That weight is dragging on the soft
bottom and stirring up mud and causing an audible sound for the fish. The red float is
offering a visual attractant, which I firmly believe, in this clear water, makes a difference.”
The float rigs are tossed out the side and the rods are placed in 0/30-degree
Driftmaster Rod Holders, with the sinker bumping along the bottom. He uses the
30-degree position for float rig fishing so the tip is elevated.
“The higher rod tip helps pull the sinker up and over objects on the bottom,” explained
Barton. “The higher tip also provides the perfect angle for the Daiichi circle hook to do
its job. The rod and the rod holder will perform the hook set.”
The use of the red float was something Barton developed over time. “The reason I
chose a red float goes back to when I first started playing with float rigs. I had a bunch
of green and green/white floats. The concept worked, they caught fish. When I ran out
of those floats I purchased some three-inch red floats and I noticed my catches went
up considerably. So, I am a firm believer that the red color, maybe representing blood,
definitely provides a visual attraction and helps your catch more fish.”
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Teaching kids the importance of Catch-Photo-Release

T he fourth annual Fishing’s Future
National Youth Catch-Photo-Release

young angler after the conclusion of the
contest on August 12.
Fishing’s Future is America’s
Contest began June 3, 2017. The total preeminent
organization
dedicated
value of the grand prize package is more to helping young people and their
than $9,600 and it will be awarded to a families build better and deeper bonds
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“…we’re working to connect kids
with nature and the outdoors…”

Premium Fishing Line and Seaguar, plus
a selection of Berkley lures and more.
After those weekly winners are
selected, Fishing’s Future will hold a
random drawing for three more prize
packages, as follows:

using sportfishing as an educational,
recreational and conservational rallying
point. Thousands of families have been
introduced to the sport by Fishing’s
Future, and contests like this one and
the sponsors supporting it ensure
that fishing’s future will be bright for
generations to come.
Each week, for 10 consecutive
weeks, beginning June 3, Fishing’s
Future will randomly select four winners
to each receive a Shakespeare UglyStik
rod and reel combo, Plano tackle box, Buff
USA headgear, fishing line from McCoy’s

•
The 3rd Place prize winner will
receive a Tenkara rod, hat, sticker,
instruction video and flies valued at
$200.00.
•
The 2nd Place prize winner will
receive a camping package from Bass
Pro Shops valued at $700.00.
•
The Grand Prize winner will receive
a week-long vacation package to Texas’
beautiful South Padre Island for a family
of four. It includes air fare, a six-day, fivenight stay at the popular Schlitterbahn
Beach Resort Water Park, a guided shark
fishing excursion, a guided bay fishing
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trip for redfish and spotted sea trout, a
vogue on the Black Dragon Pirate Ship,
and much more. The Grand Prize must
be scheduled and completed during the
2017 calendar year. The Grand Prize is
valued at more than $9,600.
To enter, a contestant must be a
resident of the continental United States
both at the time of his or her catch and at
the time of the prize drawing, born on or
after August 12, 2017. In addition, he or
she must make a legal catch of a fish of
any species between June 3 and August
12, 2017 and complete an entry at www.
FishingsFuture.org, which requires that
he or she:
• provide a photograph of the contestant
with the fish,
• release the fish alive and

• submit a 100-200-word essay or personal
reflection he or she wrote about the catch.
Contestants may enter as many
separate catches as they wish, but each
catch may be entered only once and each
catch requires a unique photo and story.
All submissions become the property
of Fishing’s Future and may be used to
promote the contest or other organization
efforts. Remember to #FishingsFuture
when entering.
“At Fishing’s Future, we’re working
to connect kids with nature and the
outdoors and to build better and stronger
family relationships,” says founder Shane
Wilson. “There’s no better way to do that
than through fishing. Our efforts have
resulted in thousands of new anglers
and an equal number of families bonding
through the great outdoors.”
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Sponsors include Bass Pro Shops,
Berkley, Cabela’s Outdoor Fund, Buff,
McCoy Premium Fishing Line, Plano,
Schlitterbahn Beach Resort Water Park,
Seaguar, Shakespeare, South Padre
Island, Tenkara USA, Ugly Stik, Osprey
Cruises, Jim’s Pier, Gabriella’s Italian
Restaurant, The Palms Resort and Café,
Blackbeard’s and Sea Turtle Inc.
About Fishing’s Future
Fishing’s Future uses recreational
angling to connect children and their
families to nature and each other through
education and the protection, conservation
and restoration of our nation’s aquatic
natural resources.
Visit FishingsFuture.org to see our
events calendar, donate used or surplus
fishing gear to our “2nd Casts” program,
form a chapter or donate much-needed
support. All donations are tax deductible,
lead directly to more angling participation
and help to ensure fishing’s future.
Please follow and like us on
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram… and
don’t forget to #FishingsFuture and fish!

- Shane Wilson
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By Ron Presley

The Catfish Weekly National Championship

T
here are plenty of tournament
catfish teams that would cherish the
opportunity to be called the National
Catfish Champions. That opportunity has
become a reality with the creation of the
Catfish Weekly National Championship
Tournament.
The brainchild of this event, Lyle
Stokes, believes firmly, that a true national
championship should be based on a
qualifying system that includes numerous

Dale Smith, G ar y Taylor and Chad
Seals are the f ir st team to qualif y
for the Cat f ish Week ly National
Championship.
local and regional tournaments.
Stokes is working closely with his
wife Cindy and other advisors to bring
his dream to fruition. The National
Championship has been set in stone with
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the announcement of the first location of
the new tournament. It is scheduled to
be held at the PB2 Boat Ramp at Lake
Ozark, MO on May 13, 2018.
The qualifying process is relatively
simple. “Basically, every tournament
director that wants to include his
tournament can join the group,” explained
Stokes. “They pay a membership fee
of $100, which allows them to qualify
their top 5 teams for the national
championship. If they run more than one
event they will pay $100 for each event
and qualify 5 teams for each event. If a
trail does a year-ending classic they can
pay the fee for the classic and qualify
5 teams from the classic, like anyone
else.”
For teams that qualify for the Catfish
Weekly National Catfish Championship,
the entry fee will be $300. The event will
be 100% payout, plus sponsor prizes, Jason “ Big Cat ” M athenia and his
to the top 10 teams in the tournament. mom V ic k y are qualif ied and looking
“That calculation makes for a huge purse for ward to f ishing the national
c hampionship.
for those teams in the top tier,” explained
Stokes. “Any additional money or prizes
from sponsors will be added after the top
“I am glad to be qualified,” stated
ten places.”
Missouri angler Dale Smith. “I look
forward to fishing against the best
Qualifying
cat fisherman in the nation. I hope in
Championship qualifying started in the future there are more invitational
2016 with Winter Blues on Wheeler. With tournaments across the country, held on
certifying tournaments well under way, the different waters. I think it will give our
Catfish Weekly National Championship sport some way-overdue notoriety, and
has qualified more than 140 anglers I also think it will bring guys out of their
to date. Member groups will continue comfort zone and get them introduced to
qualifying anglers for the Missouri event different people and skill sets.”
through the 2017 tournament season.
Jason “Big Cat” Mathenia (Troy,
The first team to official qualify was Illinois) and his mom Vicky Mathenia
Dale Smith, Gary Taylor and Chad Seals. earned their qualify spot at the Twisted
They won the 3rd Annual Winter Blues Cat tournament out of Columbia Bottoms,
on Wheeler New Year’s Day tournament. St.Louis, MO, where they won second
They battled the weather and fishing place.
conditions to weigh in 177.43 pounds
“The Catfish Weekly National
to take the crown. Their bag included a Championship is one tournament that
76.5-pound blue that earned them Big mom and I are looking forward to in 2018,”
Fish honors too. Their impressive win on indicated Jason. “Lake of the Ozarks is
Wheeler gave them the right to compete a beautiful setting for such an event. My
in the inaugural Catfish Weekly National wife, mom, and I fished a Twisted Cat
Championship.
tournament at Lake of the Ozarks in
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March 2017 and had a blast. I expect that
a tournament of this calibre will bring a
wide variety of top anglers from all over
the country. There have been several
50-pound fish caught every year and it
wouldn’t surprise me if several 40-pound
fish are brought to the weigh-in.”
“The MO department of conservation
put an upper and lower slot limit on the
size of catfish that can be kept,” added
Jason. “Those limits will add another
challenge to everyone’s game plan. This
is one tournament that I would not miss.
The fishing will be awesome and the
competition with be fierce!”
Vicky echoed Jason words, saying,
“I am excited to be able to fish against
such great fishermen and women.”

Lyle and Cindy Stokes, with advic e
f rom the c at f ish c ommunit y, are
wor king out the det ails on the
f ir st
Cat f ish
Week ly
National
Championship.

he called and messaged a substantial
number of anglers to get their take on
the national championship framework.
He used their responses and advice to
develop guidelines for the event.
According to Stokes, 100 percent
of all the anglers queried agreed that
a tournament with a qualifying process
was the only fair way to lay claim to a
national title. Stokes proceeded with that
counsel to produce a tournament that is
open to every state in the nation.
The Current Details
“Overriding recommendations from
As Stokes pondered the task at hand
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THE PATH TO CATFISH GLORY
“…a true national championship
should be based on a qualifying
system the includes numerous
local and regional tournaments.”

I want the Catfish Weekly National
Championship to come off right the first
time, so people can’t wait to make the
next one.”
More information and updates can
be found on the Catfish Weekly National
Catfish Championship Facebook page.

anglers included no trailering and livewell
checks are a must,” shared Stokes. “This
set up is the only way to have a large
payout and try and get some of the cost
covered by sponsors.”
“We have several sponsors on
board now, but will be needing many
more,” said Stokes. “The cost of an event
this size is really high, and we want as
many prizes for anglers as we can get.”
Catfish Weekly is working with Jody
Harrison for stage production and weigh
in help. The organizers plan to have
runners available to take people back and
forth to their trucks, and a dedicated area
is planned for vendors and companies
that want to showcase their products.
The important CPR function will be
attended to also. “We will have people
in place to transport fish back to the
water,” informed Stokes. “Ideally we put
the stage up right at the water’s edge to
make that process run smoothly. Either
way, we will take care of the fish. We
are supposed to get assistance from the
Missouri Department of Conservation
and the Park Ranger with fish checking
and parking.”
One of the biggest decisions
has been made, that of an acceptable
location. With the Lake of the Ozarks
chosen, rules will be adopted that meet
state regulations. “Everyone we talked to
agreed that it should not be held on a
lake or river that was already over fished.
Lake of the Ozarks definitely meets that
requirement.”
“We tried to take everyone’s opinion
into consideration,” concluded Stokes.
“We are now tweaking the rule package
and it will be available very soon. We are
working very hard to cover all the bases.
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- Ron Presley

Why We Catfish

A Guest Editorial by Justin Conner and Tabitha Linville

Editor’s note: Justin Conner and Tabitha Linville have made catfishing a part
of their everyday life. They live in West Virginia where their home waters are the
Kanawha and Ohio rivers. They have a passion for catfishing and it’s growing. They
are partners in The Catfishing Duo Guide Service (304-972-58030). A recent trip to
Wheeler Lake in Alabama fueled their passion even more.

L

ike many other catfishing
enthusiasts,
our
passion
for
catfishing
started
with
family
outings. Justin’s late grandfather
got him into catfishing when he was
y o u n g e r. T h e o u t i n g s w e r e a l w a y s
catch and release. Justin’s family
didn’t fish, they just went camping
a lot and Justin would fish on the
banks while they camped. The only
one that even fished in Justin’s
f a m i l y w a s h i s l a t e g r a n d f a t h e r.
I fished with my dad early in
life, but it was Justin that introduced
me to catching flatheads. The first
flathead I caught was from the river
bank. It weighed about 25 pounds
and I was hooked on flatheads from
that point on.
I love catching all catfish, but
flatheads are my favorite. They fight
super hard and none of them look

Justin introduc ed Tabby to f latheads,
but she will t ake a blue if it c omes
along.
alike. They are all different colors
and different patterns. For Justin,
it is simply the bigger the fish the
bigger the rush. It doesn’t matter
what species it is.
We
have
two
awesome
catfishermen that we look up to and
t h e y f e e d o u r p a s s i o n . Va n H u g h e s
and Carl Morris are just all around
great guys and will help anyone
out with catfishing. They are very
knowledgeable cat men and they put
i n a l o t o f t i m e o n t h e w a t e r.
Va n w i l l i n g l y s h a r e s w h a t h e
knows with anyone that is wanting
to learn how to catfish whether they
are beginners or have been fishing
for a while. He taught us how to use
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planer boards on lakes, because we
had never used them before. It was
our first time fishing a lake, we were
used to anchor fishing and having
current. With Carl, we admire how
he consistently puts fish in the boat,
he is also friendly and shows great
sportsmanship.
We are fortunate to be able
to share our passion for catfishing
through our business. We run The
Catfishing Duo Guide Service and
love being able to take others out
fishing. It is very rewarding to see
the smiles on their faces and their
excitement when they catch catfish.
We have been very blessed to
have caught so many catfish and to
have been able to travel and fish in
different states. Our most memorable
trip is when we fished at Wheeler lake
in Alabama the last week of April this
y e a r. T h e l a k e w a s f l o o d e d , b u t w e
found a great hole. We found a spot
where there was a huge current break
and I caught a 80.7-pound blue and

Tabby shows of f another big blue
c at. She likes to c atc h them, but
also likes to put c lients on big f ish
like this.
Justin got a 78- and 76-pound blues
in a matter of minutes.
It was just unbelievable to
catch three huge fish of that size in
a matter of minutes. After relocating
on down the lake we caught several
more big fish in the 70’s 60’s and
50’s. We ended up catching a ton of
fish while we were there, including
two big flatheads, at 64 pounds and
58 pounds. It’s like it was just meant
for us to catch fish all week long
while we were there and it was an
amazing fishing trip for us. That trip
just fueled the fire. We can’t wait to
go back. That was a trip of a lifetime.
We
always
practice
catchphoto-release (CPR). The most
important element of catfishing to us
is to make sure we put all the fish
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b a c k i n t o t h e w a t e r. W e w a n t t h e m t o
continue to grow so that others can
enjoy catching them in the years to
come.
We catfish for the thrill and for
the peace. We feel free when we’re
o n t h e w a t e r, n o t a w o r r y i n t h e
world. We love being out fishing and
exploring new waters, because you
never know what you’re gonna’ catch
when you go out. Catfishing is very
exciting and is an adrenaline rush
l i k e n o o t h e r. H a v i n g a b i g c a t o n t h e
line will literally make you tremble.
We call it catfish fever!

Justin has a spec ial af fec tion for
f latheads. Espec ially big f lat ties
like this.
Why We Catfish Guest Editorial
This column is provided for reader submitted
editorials on Why We Catfish. If you have
a short story related to why you catfish,
you may submit it for consideration and
publication in a future issue of CatfishNow.
Send submissions of 500 words or less
and one or two photos to Ron Presley at
presleyr@bellsouth.net.

- Justin Conner and Tabitha Linville
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CATFISH CLUBS

Corrections or additions contact us
at catfishnow.com
NATIONAL
EVENTS

CLUB
BIG CAT QUEST
BIG SIOUX CAT ANGLERS
CABELA'SKING KAT TOURNAMENT TRAIL
CAROLINA ANGLERS TEAM TRAIL C.A.T.T
CATFISH CHASERS TOURNAMENT SERIES
CATFISH CONFERENCE
CATFISH COUNTRY
CATFISH NATION OUTDOORS
CATFISH MAFIA
CATFISH NATION OUTDOORS
CATHUNTERS ASSOC. OF THE SOUTH C.A.T.S.
CENTRAL MISSOURI CATS
CENTRAL NEBRASKA CAT
CENTRAL TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
CHATTAHOOCHEE HILLJACK CATFISHING
FISHIN BLUES
FLATHEAD BLUES ON CHANNEL 2
HOLD'EM HOOK CATFISH TRAIL
ICATS
INDIANA CATFISH
J.K.V. CATFISHING TOURNAMENT TRAIL
KANAWHA RIVER CATFISH CLUB
MADISON CATFISH ANGLERS
MISSISSIPPI CATFISH TRAIL
MISSISSIPPI RIVER MONSTERS
MONSTERS ON THE OHIO
OHIO VALLEY CATFISHING
OHIO VALLEY RIVER CATS
OLD DOMINION CATFISH CLUB
RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH LEAGUE
SCHEELS BOUNDRY BATTLE CATFISH TOURNAMENT
SOUTHEASTERN CATFISH CLUB
SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA MO RIVER CATFISH CLUB
SOUTHWEST OHIO CATFISH CLUB
TRI STATE KATS
TRI-COUNTY CATFISH ASSOCIATION
TWISTED CAT OUTDOORS
WEST TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
WEST TN CATFISH ANGLERS
WHISKY CITY CATFISH CLUB

CONTACTS
KEN FREEMAN
DICK HENRICHSEN
JEREMY COE
BRETT COLLINS
DAVID STUDEBAKER
wilson3139@yahoo.com

GLEN FLOWERS
MATT SANDERS
JERRY DILLARD
Hunter-706-681-4107
TIM ORR
AMANDA JOHNSON
STEVE DOBBS
BOBBY MILLER
CHRIS WALLACE
JOSH VANOVER
JUSTIN VAUGHT

WEBSITE
www.bigcatquest.com
www.bigsiouxcatanglers.com
www.kingkatusa.com
www.cattrail.org
www.catfishchasers.com
www.catfishconference.com
www.catfishcountry.com
www.catfishnationoutdoors.com
www.catfishmafia.net
SEE FACEBOOK PAGE
www.catsclub.us
SEE FACEBOOK PAGE
SEE FACEBOOK PAGE
SEE FACEBOOK PAGE
www.fishinblues-catfishin.com
www.flatheadblues.com
SEE FACEBOOK PAGE
bobby.miller11@hotmail.com
www.indianacatfish.com
SEE FACEBOOK PAGE

GEORGE YOUNG
AARON WHEATLEY

www.msrivermonsters.com
www.monstersontheohio.com

YEARLY EVENT

www.ohiovalleyrivercats.org

BRAD DURICK
www.rrvcatfish.com
BRAD DURRICK
www.boundrybattle.com
Brian Snipes/Josh Coggins http://southeasterncatfishclub.com
LORI
VINCE NADOSKY
SEE FACEBOOK PAGE
TOM WALSH
ALEX NAGY
BRANDON CLAYTON
JUSTIN RUSSELL
RAY HERALD
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www.tricountycatfish.net
SEE FACEBOOK PAGE

www.whiskycitycatfish.com

Tournament Results

Tournament Results

RED RIVER VALLEY

MAY 10th

NORTH LANDING

1. Jason Kalt/Phil Jeffery
2. Charlie Engen/Aaron Kroetsch

41.6
41.4

BIG FISH
1. Lunski/Gudajtes

5.2

CABELA’S KING KAT

MAY 13th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

OHIO/KANAWHA RIVERS

Rodney Harrison/Kim Bailey
Chris Rhodes/Chris Hatfield
Chad Ord/Jeff Rous II
Willie Smith/Nick Anderson
Joey Eddy/John Barnett

97.68
74.14
68.04
61.74
59.9

BIG FISH
1. Chris Rhodes/Chris Hatfield

53.22

CHATTAHOOCHEE HILLJACKS

MAY 13th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

LAY LAKE

No Fishing Polywog
Blues Brothers
Bunting
Team Livingston
Bait Bandit

46.4
44.95
19.4
13.1
3.3

BIG FISH
1. No Fishing Polywog

23.35

SOUTHEASTERN CATFISH CLUB

MAY 13th

LAKE WYLIE

1. Terrance Springs/Jeff Smith/TJ Springs
2. Evan Martin/Jeff King/Larry Godwin
3. Benji Brown/Riley Brown
4. Brian Snipes/Bubba Branch/Mason Brakefield
5. Blake Williams/Jacob Kee/Madison Reynolds

85.46
73.11
70.78
70.15
67.44

BIG FISH
1. Evan Martin/Jeff King/Larry Godwin

51.44
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MAY 13th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CATFISH CHASERS
PERRY LAKE

Kuhlman/Kuhlman
Wolf/Wolf
Bredow/Schiffelbein
Parks/Fisher
Cavaraugh/Anderson

34.8
30.75
30.6
28.3
26.35

BIG FISH
1. Allen/Mayer

MAY 13th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

24

MISSISSIPPI CATFISH TRAIL
GRENADA LAKE

Michael Haney/Rodney Crimm
Lewis Prestage/Shannon Prestage
Doug Jolly/Jeff Honnoll
Darren Hedge
Bo Joe/Mike

MAY 13th

28.41
25.14
24.77
22.75
22.32

TRI-STATE KATS
SIOUX CITY BOAT DOCK

1. Jerry Limoges/Jake Sweisburger
2. David Limoges
3. Julio Guerra/Seneca Henderson/Mike
Henry
4. Aaron Post/Chrissie Stabile

13.86
13.8
11.86
10.56

BIG FISH
1. Julio Guerra/Seneca Henderson/Mike
Henry

MAY 17th

11.86

RED RIVER VALLEY
LAFAYE PARK

1. Dan Melberg/Kevin Meyer
2. Jeremy Snoble/Mike Howard

MAY 20th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

33.6
33.4

BIG SIOUX CAT ANGLERS
BIG SIOUX

Dru Jurrens/Duane Jurrens
Adapto Campos/Rigoberto Campos
Brandon Tentinger/Livi Hemmelrick
Dam Vermulm/Josh Brunsting
Austin Walrod/Cale Walrod

7.13
6.3
5.12
5
3.6
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Results
Tournament

BIG FISH
1. Adapto Campos/Rigoberto Campos

MAY 20th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.3

CABELA’S KING KAT
OHIO/WABASH RIVER

Scott Cress/Carl Crone
Aaron Wheatley/Rusty Morris
Carl Morris Jr/Rob Parsons
Stephen Fancher/Mike Greenwell
Chris Souders/Nick Conway

91.16
84.02
78.04
74.6
72.38

BIG FISH
1. Aaron Wheatley/Rusty Morris

MAY 20th

31.26

CATFISH COUNTRY
ABERDEEN

1. Scott Wilson/Jimmy Wainscot
2. Darrin Wright/Dianne Pittington
3. Vince Nadosky/Tom Kaucher

69.25
67.3
40.6

BIG FISH
1. Darrin Wright/Dianne Pittington

MAY 20th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

23.8

CATFISH CHASERS
MISSOURI RIVER

Darrah/Vanlear
Hayes/Sturgs
Roberts/Romero
Roney/Easley
Thornton/Shipman

44.15
42.35
20.75
19.4
14.85

BIG FISH
1. Roney/Easley

MAY 20th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

19.4

CATFISH NATION OUTDOORS
WHITES FERRY

Billy/Heather
Buddy
Craig/Randy
Tim
Josh/Cody

31.14
26.6
24.14
24.2
21.6

BIG FISH
1. Billy/Heather

12.14
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CENTRAL TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL

MAY 20th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

GRANGER LAKE

DRTW
Extreme
Catastrophic
ZWZ
Better Lucky Than Good

39.66
27.2
24.8
22.72
21.78

BIG FISH
1. Extreme

13.64

FISHIN BLUES

MAY 20th

WAURIKA LAKE

1. Michael Castillo/Brian Seale/David Castillo
2. MalcomWilliams/Danny Garza/Terry Williams
3. Donnie Dunn/Bob Johnson
4. Adam Potts/Roy Harding
5. Justin Brucker/Johnny Bailey

36.8
34
30.8
28
24.24

BIG FISH
1. Michael Castillo/Brian Seale/David Castillo

INDIANNA CATFISH ASSOCIATION

MAY 20th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

12.2

DUFFY’S LANDING

Bill Peabody/Ronnie Hall/Tom Petrowski
Travis Hamilton/Travis Shelby
Corey Peterson/Travis Yost/Nick Han
Jason Geary/Cage Dean/Don Elder
Chaz Anderson/Travis Woodruff

54
46.5
45.4
40.5
36.3

KANAWHA RIVER CATFISH

MAY 20th

RAYMOND CITY

1. Todd Anderson/Greg Adkins/Noah Eblin
2. Josh Antill/Brian Antill
3. Adam Scott/Cody Williams/Justin Vaught

83.75
74.6
73.3

BIG FISH
1. Adam Scott/Cody Williams/Justin Vaught
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TRI COUNTY CATFISH ASSOCIATION

MAY 20th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

KUCHIE’S

Joe Ludtke/Joe Coventry
Mark Farrow/Jerry Cline II
Tyler Sapp/Phil Johnson
Ron King/Craig Similar/Buddy W
Bill Newingham/Jim Newingham

58.3
54.4
54.1
48.55
47.15

BIG FISH
1. Tyler Sapp/Phil Johnson

12.65

WEST TN CATFISH ANGLERS

MAY 20th

ASHPORT BOAT RAMP

1. Chris Peyton/Danny Hartsfield
2. Allen Houston
3. Barry Wilson/Joe Hardy

63.92
10.08
8.54

BIG FISH
1. Chris Peyton/Danny Hartsfield

44.3

ICATS

MAY 21st

CORALVILLE RESERVOIR

1. Ken Miller/Troy Hansen/Ryan Daniel
2. Mike Salazar/Floyd Manley/Trapper Salazar
3. Johnny Coleman/Dan Eimers/Amy Smith
4. Andy Berkenpas/Thomas Bell
5. William Cox

30.09
29.04
28.09
24.05
24.03

BIG FISH
1. William Cox

MAY 24th

11.12

RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH
LEAGUE
NORTH LANDING

1. Snoble/Howard
2. Engen/Engen
3/ McDonald/Lorenz

MAY 27th

37.6
37.4

HOLD’EM HOOK
DITTO LANDING

1. Scott Lovelace
2. Brian Stubblefield

42.8
38.7
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3. Brian Folsom
4. Chase Henderson
5. Wayne Reed

28.7
19.5
13

BIG FISH
1. Scott Lovelace

MAY 27th
1.
2.
3.
4.

15

JKV CATFISHING
LEAVENSWORTH

Keith Terrance/Charles Breedlove
Casey Tuttorow/Andrew Haun
Eric Doogs/Brandon Leslie
Dale Kerns/Greg Edwards

85.13
79.1
71.3
67.6

BIG FISH
1. Casey Tuttorow/Andrew Haun

MAY 27th

62.4

TRI STATE CATS
S HAMILTON BLVD BOAT RAMP

1. David Limoges
2. Johnny Johnson/Taylor

12.96
11.92

BIG FOSJ
1. David Limoges

MAY 31st

9.92

RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH
LEAGUE
LAFAYE PARK

1. Chris Taylor/Bill Murray
2. Brandon Lunski/Nick Lunski

45.8
33.6

BIG FISH
1. Chris Taylor

JUNE 2nd - 4th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

24.4

TUG”N”JUGS
KEYSTONE

Splash Brothers
Whisker Warriors
Bring It On
KoolKats
Carter/Ford

62.66
60.52
59.1
55.18
48.48

BIG FISH
1. Bring It On

31.66
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BIG SIOUX CAT ANGLERS

JUNE 3rd
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

JAMES RIVER

Dick Hinrichsen
Mike Gray/Bob Gray
Jerry Limoges/Jerry Limoges Jr
Brandon Tentinger/Levi Hemmelrick
Jeremy Ertman/Kent Muth

18
16.7
16.6
14.9
14.5

BIG FISH
1. Dick Hinrichsen

5.11

CENTRAL MISSOURI CATS

JUNE 3rd
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

LABENITE

Chris Baker/Kaleb McAdams
Cody Thompson/Michael Suttner
John Trager/Brian Britt
Dustin Miller/Nicole Wilms
Jessie Linscott/Clint Roby/BoweBrockman

110.2
59.8
59.4
58.1
42.7

BIG FISH
1. Chris Baker/Kaleb McAdams

JUNE 3rd
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

48.2

CATFISH MAFIA
LAKE ALDRED

Keith/Matt
Jeff/Hunter/Hayden
Hoover
Carl/Cricket/Rayna
Doug/Heath/Angelo

113.5
111.3
103.8
99.6
91.9

BIG FISH
Hoover

JUNE 3rd
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

48.1

CABELA’S KING KAT
ROCK RIVER

Matthew Stevens/Jacob Diehl
Matt Dennison/Tyler Richards
Chris Baynes/Logan Miller
Bob Clapper/Ricky Richards
Aaron Schrader/Mark Sanders

47.12
38.72
34.7
34.14
32.28

BIG FISH
1. Matthew Stevens/Jacob Diehl

33.14
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JUNE 3rd

CATFISH COUNTRY
BIG BONE

1. Stephen Terry/Gene Webster
2. Darren Wright/Diane Pittington

40
24.1

BIG FISH
1. Stephen Terry/Gene Webster

JUNE 3rd
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

20

CATFISH NATION OUTDOORS
CONAWAGO

Josh/Ryan
Mike/Brandon
Tim
Daniel/Lindy
Billy/Heather

21.4
18.12
15
10.4
9.1

BIG FISH
1. Josh/Ryan

10.12

(Fishermen, check with club/association for exact dates, changes, cancellations and rules.)
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JULY
JULY
JULY

17th
CATFISH NATION OUTDOORS
17th
GETNHOOKED
17th
WICKED WHISKERS
18th
TWISTED CAT OUTDOORS
18th
WHISKEY CITY
24th
CABELA'S KING KAT
24th
CATFISH COUNTRY
24th
CATFISH CHASERS
24th
HOLD'EM HOOK
24th
ICATS
24th
INDIANA CATFISH ASSOCIATION
24th
TRI-COUNTY CATFISH ASSOCIATION
24th
TRI STATE KATS
24th - 25th BIG CAT QUEST
24th - 25th SCHEELS BOUNDRY BATTLE
25th
BIG SIOUX CAT ANGLERS
28th
RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH LEAGUE
1st
BIG SIOUX CAT ANGLERS
1st
CENTRAL MISSOURI CATS
1st
SOUTHWEST OHIO CATFISH

DARGON
KAW
SOUTH SIOUX CITY
CANTON
SCHMIDT RAMP
DELAWARE RIVER
TANNERS CREEK
PERRY LAKE
JOE WHEELER
SAYLOEVILLE RESERVOIR
NEW ALBANY
CREVE COEUR-KUTCHIE'S
S HAMILTON BLVD BOAT RAMP
ROCK RIVER
RED RIVER
BIG SIOUX
NORTH LANDING
BIG SIOUX
BRUNSWICK
EAST FORK LAKE
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CLUB
CLUB/NIGHT
CLUB/NIGHT
JACK & JILL
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
TOURNEY
NIGHT
CLUB
CLUB/NIGHT
CLUB-NIGHT
OPEN

CATFISH CALENDAR
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY

7th - 9th
8th
8th
8th
8th
8th
8th
8th
8th
8th
8th - 9th
9th
9th
12th
15th
15th
15th
15th
15th
19th
22nd
22nd
22nd
22nd
22nd
22nd
22nd
23rd
26th
29th
29th
29th
29th
30th

TUGNJUGS
BIG CAT QUEST
CATFISH COUNTRY
CATFISH NATION OUTDOORS
FLATHEAD BLUES
GETNHOOKED
JKV CATFISHING
MADISON CATFISH ANGLERS
OHIO VALLEY CATFISHING
TRI STATE KATS
ICATS
TWISTED CAT OUTDOORS
WHISKEY CITY
RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH LEAGUE
BIG SIOUX CAT ANGLERS
CATFISH CHASERS
CATFISH MAFIA
INDIANA CATFISH ASSOCIATION
TRI-COUNTY CATFISH ASSOCIATION
RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH LEAGUE
BIG CAT QUEST
CATFISH NATION OUTDOORS
GETNHOOKED
HOLD'EM HOOK
SOUTHWEST OHIO CATFISH
TRI STATE KATS
TWISTED CAT OUTDOORS
ICATS
RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH LEAGUE
CATFISH CHASERS
CATFISH COUNTRY
CENTRAL MISSOURI CATS
FLATHEAD BLUES
BIG SIOUX CAT ANGLERS

EUFAULA
TN RIVER /WORLD CHAMP OF CATFISHING
TANNERS CREEK
WHITES FERRY
HOOVER RESERVOIR
EUFAULA
EVANSVILLE
MADISON
NEWBURG LANDING
S HAMILTON BLVD BOAT RAMP
DES MOINES RIVER -MID SEASON
WARSAW
CRAIGS CREEK
LAFAYE PARK
SKILLY SLAM
ST JOSEPH/MISSOURI RIVER
CONAWINGO MUDDY CREEK
MT.CARMEL
PEKIN IL
NORTH LANDING
COOSA RIVER BASIN
WILLIAMSPORT
SOONER LAKE
INGALLS HARBOR
BRUSH CREEK
S HAMILTON BLVD BOAT RAMP
DAVENPORT
MISSISSIPPI RIVER POOL 11
LAFAYE PARK
MILFORD/STATE PARK
TANNERS CREEK
WAVERLY-CATFISH WEEKLY NATIONAL QUALIFIER
HOOVER RESERVOIR
SPRINGFIELD
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NIGHT
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB/DOUBLEPOINTS
NIGHT
HOOK IT UP
CLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP
WILDCATSHOOTOUT
CLUB
CLUB
24 HOUR
CLUB
CLUB
OPEN
CLUB
CLUB
NIGHT
CLUB
CLUB/NIGHT
CLUB
OPEN
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
DAY

See you next month
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